
" Elegant, Functional, Timeless "

ENGINEERED TIMBER
& ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS



CREATETHE LOOKYOU'VE ALWAYSDREAMED OF

" Instantly the roomis transformed andthe light is under mycontrol "
PLANTATION SHUTTERS can help create
the look you've always wanted, whether it's
contemporary and sleek, traditional or
colourful.
All our shutters are madetomeasure, no
window or door opening is either too big or
too challenging for an installation with a
luxurious finish. Plantation Shutters convey
the highest level of quality and style.



" Taking controlof your surroundings,adding functionalstyle and privacy "

PLANTATIONSHUTTERSMOREVERSATILETHAN ANYOTHERWINDOWCOVERING
Plantation shutters are more than just a
window covering.
They are a lifestyle, designed to function
around your needs. A bifold or sliding track
system provides complete privacy when
shut, split privacy to let the light in or can be
opened completely.

ULTIMATE LIGHT CONTROL
Each panel can be independently adjusted to temper the light.

SOUND INSULATION
Adding an additional layer to your glazing, shutters not only block out
light but help reduce noise levels too.

INSULATING AND ECONOMICAL
Shutters not only keep you cool during the summer, but help you
retain heat during the winter.

PRIVACY
Shutter panels can be divided into independently controlled sections
allowing natural light in but keeping unwelcome attention out. Ideal
for suburban living. Popular installations include bedrooms,
bathrooms and street facing windows.

AWKWARD SHAPES
Shutters are possibly the
only window furnishings that
can be manufactured to suit
all window shapes, no
matter how curved or
angled. Ever seen a curtain
on a porthole, or a blind in a
gable?
LOW MAINTENANCE
Shutters are quick and easy
to clean and offer a virtually
maintenance free existence
 excellent for dust allergies!



SHUTTER STYLESTO SUIT YOURHOME OR OFFICE

BIFOLD
When you really want to let the outside

in, bifolds allow a full uninterrupted
view or walkway that allows you to

maximise the available space.

FIXED PANELS
Providing style, protection and durability,

fixed panels enhance any design or décor.
The blades are adjustable allowing you full

control of the light and the view.

Sliding Track
Sliding functional panels offering privacy and
protection when closed, with the ability to
open the space
enjoy the view.

Aluminium Shutters  durable, practical and affordable

when you want to



DURABLE
The robust nature of our
aluminium shutters and their
high quality finish provides a
fantastic solution for enclosing
verandahs, patios and
gazebos.

Sliding doors, room dividers or simply
a privacy screen, our uminium

hutter provides an excellent
solution.

Creating a beautiful outdoor "living space" has never been so easy
al

s



MADE TOMEASURESOLUTIONSTO SUIT ANYWINDOWSHAPE
Even the most unusual
window shapes can be

catered for within our
extensive shutter range. Most
popular styles include arches,
circles and gable installations.

Trojan Timbers' shutters can be designed to match almost any radius or
shape allowing you to enjoy your architecture whilst enjoying the light.

SHUTTER SHAPES
Opposite are a selection of the most

popular shapes that our customers
ask for and demonstrates the
flexibility of our shutter range.



COLOURRANGE

Trojan Timbers offer a full colour palette, utilising some of the most popular
and invogue colours in the market place. However, should you not find the
colour that you desire, then Trojan Timbers also offer a custom colour
service, providing a perfect match to any interior.



BLINDS TO SUITYOUR HOMEOR OFFICE

ROLLER
The roller blind is simple in design, stylish and

easy to operate.
PANEL GLIDE

Available in a variety of colours and styles to
suit your décor.

Blinds  The perfect finishing touch

Custom made – Venetian
Blinds, Roller Blinds or Panel
Glides, in a selection of timber,
fabrics or aluminium.

SIMPLE AND STYLISHEASY TO OPERATEWIDE RANGEOF OPTIONS

VENETIAN
A modern uncluttered look.



“Finger touch controlof your environment “

BLINDSCONTROL LIGHT,REDUCE GLARE,INCREASE PRIVACYAND MAKE ADÉCORSTATEMENT

Blinds are versatile and perfect for creating
a modern, uncluttered look in your home or
office.
With such a diverse range we are sure to
have the solution to your décor needs.

EASY OPERATION
Available in traditional chain driven (manual operation) or motorised
remote control (automatic).

ENERGY EFFICENT
Blinds not only look good but are practical and will save you money on
your energy bills. Simply close the blinds and block out the sun. This
will reduce the demand on your air conditioning unit to cool the home.

PROTECTION FROM THE SUN
The sun can be very harmful to flooring and furniture. Exposure to
direct sunlight can result in fading and discolouration. Add years to the
life of your home furnishings by simply drawing the blinds at the time of
day when the sun is at its most harmful.

AFFORDABLE
Blinds are one of the most cost effective options for a stylish window
covering. With a wide range of options, we are sure to have something
to suit both your style and budget.

EASY TO CLEAN
Blinds are easy to clean and offer a virtually maintenance free existence.



EXTERNAL BLINDSTO SUIT YOURHOME OR OFFICE

Don't let the glare of the sun or the discomfort of wind and light rain keep you from enjoying your patio or
gazebo area. Our exterior blinds are available in a wide variety of colours and styles to suit every taste and
budget.

Create your own individual living space



DESIGNED TO IMPRESS
MANUFACTURED TO LAST
All our blinds are custom
made and guaranteed to be
the perfect fit and of the
highest quality.
We offer peace of mind that
your blinds will perform well
now and for years to come.

External Roller blinds are available
in full block out, sun filtering or

view screen.
You control how much of the

outside you let in. All blinds
available in traditional crank

operated (manual operation) or
motorised remote control

(automatic)

Add colour and control to your world



TROJAN TIMBERSPTY LTD
Market leaders in supply and installation of
plantation shutters and blinds.

Not just a supplier of shutters  our commitment to you

Trojan Timbers Pty Ltd
4 / 67 Araluen Street Kedron, Brisbane
Queensland Australia 4031

Phone: (07) 3861 4422
Facsimile: (07) 3861 4488
Email: sales@trojantimbers.com.au

Trojan Timbers have been privileged to be invited to supply and install plantation shutters to manyrenovations, commercial projects and even our customers' own homes.
We are not just a supplier of shutters, we consult and assist in the design of the shutters and tailorthem to suit your vision. We also control all aspects of installation ensuring the finishedmeets our rigid quality standards and exceeds your expectations.
Whatever your requirement, we would be delighted to be involved with your next renovation orproject.

ENGINEERED TIMBER
& ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS

www.trojantimbers.com.au
product


